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I ODAY it is known that the leukocyte possesses a very complete enzymatic

equipment. As well as the systems connected with its special functions,

the majority of the fundamental cellular processes are represented in the white

cell, as is shown in the monograph on the metabolism of the leukocyte written

by Bazm and Delaunay.’ However, the heterogeneity of the preparation,

obtained either from blood or from peritoneal exudates, is an obstacle in the

interpretation of the results, as each category of cells forming the white

population has its particular metabolic abilities. Histochemical methods, for

example, allow us to state that alkaline phosphatase is well represented in the

neutrophilic polynuclear cells but is absent in the lymphocyte,2 and that

esterase is irregularly present.3 Fleisher,4 studying the lymphocyte, obtained

from lymph nodes and preparations of circulating leukocytes, showed that

glycylglycine peptidase is much more active in the lymphocyte than in the

polymorphonuclear. St#{228}helin5 has shown that the mononucleated cell, ob-
tained by irritation of the peritoneum with glycogen, has different metabolic

characteristics from those of the polymorphonuclear cell resulting from

exudates provoked by casein. We wondered what part was played in the

total enzyme activity by each of the different white cell elements making up

the blood formula in man, and, iii this study, we have tried to resolve the

problem mathematically.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The leukocytes are isolated by a method which combines fotmr procedures. Firstly, the

blood passes through a column of Dowex 50 x-4 in the sodium form, partially calcified.6
This resin retains the thrombocytes in a variable manner only. The addition of dextran,

MW. 312,000 (batch TDR 11-B-i, Pharmacia, Upsala, Sweden), in a proportion of 4
volumes of blood to 1 volume of dextran, gives a supernatant in which the proportion of

erythrocytes to leukocytes is about 1-4 to 1. A short hemolysis of 15 minutes, in a medium

the ionic strength of which equals that of a solution of 0.3 per cent NaCh (obtained by

diluting the supematant 3 times with twice distilled water), eliminates the remaining

erythrocytes. This stage introduces a parameter constitumted by the osmotic resistance of

the white cell. The procedure does not cause any loss either of normal or leuikemic leuko-
cytes. One differential centrifugation at 350 g leaves in the supematant the thrombocytes
not already removed during the passage through the resin or destroyed by the hypotonicity.

All these operations are carried out either in sihiconized glassware or in polyethylene tubes
at a temperature of 4 C. The leukocytes are resuspended mechanically in a medium of
Krebs,7 and lysis of the cells obtained by the addition of saponin for the determination of

the proteolytic activity.8 For the measurement of respiration, another preparation is used

in which the phase of luypotonicity is omitted. The homogenization of the leukocytes is
carried out mechanically in a glass homogenizer ground to give a cell destruction of at
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least 95 per cent. The hemoglobin liberated is saturated with oxygen immediately before

beginning the manometric measurements, so that this pigment does not interfere in the

respiration of the leukocytes’ mitochondria. The concentration of the homogenates is of

the order of 40,000 white cells per mnu.3 The repartition between the different classes of

cells does not change after this purification procedure.

For the determination of aerobic and anaerobic glycolysis we incubated the leumkocytes

at 37 C. in the medium defined by Beck and Valentine.9 This mixture contains at final

concentration: 0.001 1 M ATP, 4 x 10 � M cytochrome c, 0.00053 M fructose-1,6-diphos-

phate 0.0007 M DPN, 0.0053 M glucose, 0.0053 M MgSO4 and a 0.01 M phosphate buf-

fer pH 7.4. We then estimated the glucose consumption by an enzymatic method’#{176} and

the lactate production according to 1 Respiration was measured at 37 C. in the
microrespirometer developed by Frei’2 and suiccinate was umsed as a substrate of oxida-

tion.1314 Esterase activity and reducing power were estimated by the nuethods of Hardin

et al.’5 and Cooper et al.,’6 respectively. The content of RNA and DNA was established

according to Schneider.’7 The proteolytic activity was expressed as the amount of amino-

acid liberated by the proteolytic enzymes in a medium containing 1.5 per cent of casein

Hammarsten in a phosphate buffer 0.1 NI pH 7.4. The free a-amine function was demon-

strated by the method of Antencr.’TM

Further, we wished to stuidy the syntheses of porphobihinogen and porphyrin from

6-aminohevumhinic acid, knowing that the leukocytes, ahthoumgh not containing hemoglobin,

nevertheless do contain heme compoumnds in the form of the respiratory enzymes (cyto-

chrome-oxidase and peroxidase). This procedure is described elsewhere.’9

We then established as many equations in two unknowns as tluere were experiments in

our collective, with a pool of the order of 40 sets. In order to calculate the activity due to
the granulocyte and to the mononucleated cell, these equmations were solved with the help
of an electronic calculating machine, by the method of least squares. For certain functions

we were able to formulate equmations in three tmnknowns and thus establish the proportion

of the activity contributed by the pohynucleated cell, the lymphocyte and the monocyte.

The results of the varioums estinuations were presented per million cells. The counting was

repeated 4 times for, on the average, 2,000 cells, more if the parallels were not satisfactory.

For our 40 normals, we obtained an average of 4,830 leumkocytes/mm.� with a mean dif-

ference between the extreme values for the numerations of 390 heukocytes/mm.3, i.e., ap-

proximately ± 4.0 per cent. The differentiation into various cell categories was carried

out over 400-600 elements. The leuikocyte formula, arithmetic mean of our 40 experiments,
was made up of 64 per cent polynumcleated cells, 30 per cent lymphocytes and 8 per cent

monocytes. According to R#{252}mke,2#{176}for a 5 per cent level of probability, fiducial limits al-

low a variation between 56-70 per cent for the pohynucleated cells, 26-35 per cent for

the lymphocytes, and 4-9 per cent for the monocytes.

The method of the least squares can be represented by the following system of equa-

tions:21

(1) a1x + b,y + c1z - L, =

a�x + b.,y + c9z - L9 =

a�x + b,y + c,,z - L� =

where x, y and z represent respectively the activity of the polymorphonuclears, the lympho-

cytes and the monocytes; L1, L., ... L� the experinuental results; � ... �n the resi-

dimes necessary to balance these eqimations. We wish to find the values of the unknowns

for whiclu the sum �,2 +�22 ... � is at its minimum.

The calculation of the expected error was made by the formula:

I [U]
(2) m= /

V n-k
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where m is the approximate value of the mean quadratic error, common to our direct

observations, [��] the sum of the squares of the residues, n the nunuber of cases and k

the number of unknowns.

The expected errors for x, y and z were determined by the formulas:

I[��] (aa) I [U] (bb) I [��] (cc)
(3)m�= f m�= / m,= /

‘V n-k ‘V n-k \f n-k

where ( aa ) , ( bb ) and ( cc ) are inversely proportional to the weight a1 . . . a�, b1 . . . b11,
ci . . . c� of the unknowns x, y, z.

For the forms less well represented ( basophil, eosinophil, plasmocyte ) we sometimes

obtained incompatible results, that is to say, negative values with a very high standard

deviation, often superior to the value itself. This is not surprising in as much as the

accuracy of the distribution, even when carried out over 400 to 600 elements as in ouir

case, is very uncertain for the cell types present in the minority, as has been shown by the

work of R#{252}mke.2#{176}

This calculation is to be considered as a first attempt to determine the metabolic pat-

tern of the different categories of cells. Thus we have to assume that there is no inter-
action of x on y and z, of y on x and z, and of z on x and y. Of course this must be veri-
fied by further experiments, that is to say by controlling the influence of a pure preparation

of one type of cell on that of another type. Also, we do not know if one type of cell con-

tains a factor-which is not contained or contained in very different quantity in the other
type of cell-and which could be released and influence their metabolic pattern.

x, y, z are also postulated constant from one assay to another. This is only true between

the limits of statistical variation; at this moment, we have no other mathematical possi-

bility.

All the different enzymatic determinations were carried out simultaneously on the same

preparation including respiration, but the phase of hypotonicity was omitted for this

measurement. The experiments were performed in duplicate or triplicate and account

was taken that the differences varied from less than 5 per cent for the glycolytic activity

to 10 per cent in the case of manometric measurements.

RESULTS

Physiological Data

The values obtained by calculating the activities measured per million

Ieukocytes, under A, table 1, without differentiation into cellular categories,

can be further analysed by calculation. Under B, it can be seen that the

essential part of the proteolytic power is localized in the polynucleated cell,

as measured in our conditions, while these elements are also responsible for

an important part of the oxygen consumption. The rate of glycolysis is a

little higher in the polynuclear than in the initial homogenate.

Under C are found the values calculated for the group lymphocytes +

monocytes. Further, we wished to see if mathematical analysis could clarify

the metabolic characteristics of each of these two categories. Under F (table

2), it can be seen that the monocyte, a cell of reticuloendothelial origin, has

glycolytic and proteolytic activity, respiration, reducing power and esterase

activity distinctly greater than that of the neutrophilic polynuclear.

For the lymphocyte, calculation (table 2, letter E) attributes to it lower

values than those of the polynuclear, for all functions except reducing power.
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A
Leucocyt.es with-

out distinction
of category

B C

lolynuclear Lymphocytes +
cells monocytes

±(J ±m ± mn(y-i-z)

1.60 0.32 1.80 0.18 1.37 0.32

1.61 0.32 1.82 0.18 1.35 0.33

3.085 0.87 3.99 0.44 1.68 0.82

5.71 1.81 6.62 1.26 3.97 2.37

0.693 0.219 0.675 0.131 0.806 0.246

0.62

1.70
3.45

23.2 7.0 28.70 4.10 12.60 7.60

= standard deviation of the collective.

m5, nu ( y+z) = mean quadratic error of each unknown.

Table 2.-Glycolysis, Oxygen Consunmption and Enzymatic Activities of
Polynuclear Cells, Lymphocytes and Monocytes-______

Values calculated per 106 cells

D E F
Polynuclear cells Lymphocytes Monocyt.es

±m ±ni ±m
�-- x y I

Aerobic production

of lactate 1.75 0.17 1.12 0.36 3.01 1.22

Anaerobic produmction
of lactate 1.78 0.18 1.08 0.36 3.08 1.24

Proteolysis 3.89 0.45 1.10 0.93 5.63 3.16

Respiration 6.64 1.38 2.17 2.57 22.21 12.01
Reducing power 0.660 0.133 0.690 0.287 1.525 0.927

Esterase activity 2.35 0.34 2.04 0.70 6.39 2.31

NB. For the umnits, see table 1.

in5, mn�, m, = mean qimadratic error of each tmnknown.
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Table 1.-Glycolysis, Oxygen Consumption, Enzymatic Activities and Nucleic Acid

Content of Normal Leukocytes (Without Distinction of Category),
_____ ______ Polynuclear_Cells and Lymphocytes + Monocytes

Values calculated per 106 cells

Aerobic production of lactate

� mole i0-3/min.)

Anaerobic production of lactate

(�u mole 10-3/min.)
Proteohysis (y anuino acid

hiberated/180 mm.)

Respiration � mole 10 �

0�/60 main.)

Reducing power (p. mole 10 3)

Esterase activity (p. mole

104/nuin.)

Desoxyribonucleic acid (y)

Ribonucleic acid (y)

Porphiobilmnogen synthesis
(p. mole 10-�/60 nuin.)

2.47 0.63 2.43 0.35 2.64

6.86 1.17 6.63 0.89 7.85

8.19 3.64 6.61 1.89 10.40

Metabolism of the Eosinophilic Polynucleated Cell

The details of our physiologic findings necessitate a greater prudence in

the interpretation of our results in pathology. In each disease a mathematical

analysis must be undertaken; this has not yet been accomplished because of

the limited nature of our collectives. As an example, we will describe, in table

3, the measurements carried out on two preparations where the element present

in the majority was the eosinophil. The first case is that of a patient exhibiting,

for several years, an unexplained eosinophilia, and who developed, without
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Table 3.-Glycolysis, Proteolysis and Oxygen Consumption of Leukocytes in
Two Cases of Eosinophilia

Lacta te production

Proteolysis Respirationaerobic anaerobic

Case No. 1

White blood cells count:
67% eosinophils

12% neutrophils 1.91 2.44 1.21 1.52
17% lymphocytes

Case No. 2

White blood cells count:
68% eosinophils

22% neutrophihs 2.21 2.56 2.32 2.84

8% lymphocytes

netmtrophil and lymphocytes, see table 2, letters D and E.NB. For normal values of

For the units, see table 1.

apparent cause, a giant urticaria. The blood eosinophil level was raised to 69

per cent. The second case is that of a patient suffering from nodular pen-

arthritis in whom we found 68 per cent of eosinophils. These two observations

have shown that the eosinophil has a glycolytic ability equal to that of the

normal neutrophil, while its proteolytic power and oxygen consumption with

succinate as substrate are very low, without allowing us to determine the

limiting step in this reaction. But we do not know if the metabolism of the

eosinophil is changed or not in eosinophilia.

Metabolism of the Leukemic Cell

We have studied the metabolic behavior of the leukocytes from 12 patients

with various types of leukemia and the results are to be found in table 4.

The limited collectives for leukemia did not allow us to carry out a statisti-

cal analysis in these cases. However, taking into account the normal values

for the different types of cells, we were able to discern some modifications

of enzymatic activity in these diseases.

The leukocytes from myeloblastic leukemias have a higher rate of glycoly-

sis than the normal polynucleated cell, with, in 2 out of 3 cases, a clear

Pasteur effect. In the cases studied, we also found a decrease in proteolytic

power, and an increase of esterase activity as well as a synthesis of the por-

phyrin ring. The synthesis of porphobilinogen from 8-aminolevulinic acid

would seem to be connected with the presence of cytoplasm; in fact, in two

cases of acute leukemia where the cells were almost completely without cyto-

plasm, there was no synthesis of either porphobilinogen or porphyrin.

In the chronic form of myeloid leukemia, there was a lowered synthesis of

porphobilinogen while the other functions did not show any important modi-

fications. Porphyrin synthesis was not observed, whether because it is further

employed in the formation of heme proteins, or because of a lack or inhibi-

tion of porphobilinogen deaminase.19 Further work to clarify this point is

in progress.

In acute lymphoblastic leukemia we observed a marked decrease in glvco-
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lysis, whereas the respiration was raised as compared to that of the normal

lymphocyte. The results obtained with chronic lymphoid leukemias were

not very different from the mean values for the normal lymphocyte.

DIScUSSIoN

Although it is not P�ssil)le to compare the standard deviation

I’
� = I (x_x)2

-V n-i

as shown in table 1, letter A, for the values obtained without distinction of

category, with the approximate values of the mean quadratic error for x, y

or z calculated according to formula ( 3 ), it is interesting to notice that the

approximate quadratic error for the lymphocytes is numerically always of

the same order as the standard deviation calculated for the initial homogenate.

Thus we cannot draw an�’ strict conclusion as to the homogeneity of the

various classes of white cells, by the calculation.

St#{228}hehin5 obtains by injection of various chemotactic solutions in the

peritoneum cavity of the guinea pig, suspension of cells of different composi-

tions. He was able to compute by plotting the results, as a function of the

relative number of polymorphonuclears and monocytes in his preparation,

that the oxygen consumption of the monocyte was about twice that of the

polymorphonuclear. Although our conditions are not similar, we arrived at

the conclusion that the circulating monocyte of man consumed 3 times more

oxygen than the polymorphonuclear. St#{228}helin found that the production of

lactic acid was 1.5 times greater for the monocyte than the granulocyte; we

obtained 1.7 for this ratio.

Analysis of our results shows that we have not been able to measure the

Pasteur effect in our preparations. These results agree notably with those of

Beck and Valentine9 who have shown that the leukocyte has a high aerobic

glycolysis, and with those of Martin et al.22 who have not shown any im-

portant change in the intensity of glycolysis in absence of oxygen. These ob-

servations were all made however in a saline medium. Burk2l has observed a

Pasteur effect on incubation of leukocytes in a medium containing serum.

Warburg24 is of the same opinion and considers that by avoiding all pro-

longed centrifugation, and by resuspending the white cells in serum, the

behavior of the leukocytes is the same as that of the other cells of the organ-

ism, that is that aerobic glycolysis is markedly weaker than anaerobic glycolysis.

Let us note however that in several pathologic cases we have measured a

Pasteur effect of a certain magnitude in leukocyte preparations obtained by

the method described here.

The contradictory observations indicate the importance of the technics of

preparation and of the incubation mediums on leukocyte metabolism. By

studies actually in progress in this laboratory we are trying to obtain some

precisions on this interesting question.

As a measure of control, and omitting the passage through resin and the

hypotonic phase, we have incubated whole leukocytes resuspended in iso-
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logous plasma. In this case equally, we have not been able to observe any

inhibition of aerobic glycolysis (work in progress).

In homogenates of leukocytes from myeloid or chronic lymphatic leukemia,

Beck and Valentine9 have shown a decrease in aerobic glycolysis. Bird et al.2�

consider that the metabolism of leukocytes obtained from a patient with

chronic myeloid leukemia does not differ from that observed in preparations

of normal leukocytes. On the other hand, the utilization of glucose and the

production of lactate are low in cases of lymphatic leukemia. In all these

studies, the comparison is between the activities of homogenates composed of

cells of different origin and function, in variable proportions. We have com-

pared the results obtained in several cases of leukemia, myeloid and lymphatic,

chronic and acute, with the values calculated for the mature polymorphonu-

clear cell and the lymphocyte.

The comparison is probably valid between the normal lymphocyte and

that found in chronic lymphatic leukemia; it is no longer so for that found

in chronic myeloid leukemia where the cellular polymorphism is considerable;

it is even less so in the case of the blast, the activity of which should be corn-

pared to that of the normal blast. This is as yet impossible although our results

in normal leukocytes have shown the importance of the question.

SUMMARY

The development of microanalytical methods and the use of technics result-

ing in leukocyte preparations of satisfactory purity have allowed us to estimate

several metabolic functions and to calculate their relative values in different

classes of cells. These different categories were analyzed mathematically in

the attempt to determine the total enzyme activity of different types of

leukocytes.

We have ascertained that the monocyte, derived directly from the reticulo-

endothelial system, has glycolytic and proteolytic activity, respiration, reduc-

ing power, and esterase activity markedly greater than that of the neutrophilic

polynuclear. The lymphocyte shows, with exception of the reducing power,

low active enzymatic functions in comparison to the neutrophil. The eosino-

phil, in two pathologic cases, resembles the neutrophil in glycolytic activity,

hut possesses very low proteolytic capacity and oxygen consumption.

The enzymatic behavior of the leukemic cell shows that the proteolytic

power of the myeloblast is diminished while glycolysis and, occasionally,

esterase activity, are raised; in the lymphoblast, glycolysis is low, with a

slight Pasteur effect. Synthesis of porphobilinogen is intense in the leukocytes,

but formation of the porphyrin ring has been observed only in certain cases

of leukemia.

A greater number of cases must be examined in order to confirm these

preliminary observations on the enzymatic behavior of leukocytes.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLINGUA

Le disveloppamento de methodos microanalytic e le utilisation de technicas

resultante in preparationes de leucocvtos de satisfacente grados (le puritate

ha permittite a nos estimar vane functiones metabolic e calcular br valores
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relative in differente classes de cellulas. Iste diverse categorias esseva analysate

microanalyticamente in le effortio de determinar le total activitate enzymatic

(le differente typos de leucocytos.

Nos ha trovate que le monocytos-derivate directemente ab le systema

reticuloendothelial-possede grados de activitate glycolytic e proteolytic,

de respiration, de potentia reductori, e de activitate de esterase marcatemente

plus alte que le polynucleares neutrophilic. Le lymphocytos monstra-con

le exception del potentia reductori-basse active functiones enzymatic in

comparation con le neutrophilos. Le eosinophilos-in duo casos pathologic-

resimilava le neutrophilos in activitate glycolytic sed possede bassissime capaci-

tate proteolytic e consurno de oxygeno.

Le comportamento enzymatic del cellula leucemic monstra que le potentia

proteolytic del myeloblastos es reducite, durante que le glycolyse e-a vices

-le activitate de esterase es intensificate. In le lymphoblastos, le glycolyse es

debile, con le presentia de un leve effecto de Pasteur. Le synthese de porpho-

bilinogeno es intense in le leucocytos, sed le formation del anulo de porphyrina

ha essite observate solmente in certe casos de leucemia.

Un plus grande numero de casos debe esser examinate pro confirmar iste

observationes preliminari in re le comportamento enzymatic del leucocytes.
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